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Dear Dr. McRobbie:
This is to advise you of the resolution of the above-referenced compliance review that the
U.S. Department of Education (Department)’s Office for Civil Rights (OCR) initiated at
Indiana University (University) on March 12, 2014. The compliance review examined the
University’s handling of complaints of sexual harassment, including sexual violence, to
determine if the University has responded promptly and effectively, with particular emphasis
on complaints of sexual violence.
OCR conducted this review under Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX),
20 U.S.C. § 1681, and its implementing regulation, 34 C.F.R. Part 106, which prohibit
discrimination on the basis of sex in any education program or activity operated by a
recipient of Federal financial assistance. As a recipient of Federal financial assistance from
the Department, the University is subject to Title IX and its implementing regulation. This
letter presents the applicable legal standards, summarizes the information gathered during the
review, and explains how the review was resolved.
During its investigation, OCR reviewed the University’s Title IX policies and grievance
procedures, records related to 452 reports of sexual harassment and sexual violence during
the 2011-12, 2012-13, 2013-14, and 2014-15 academic years, including some audio
recordings of hearings, and the results of a climate survey conducted by the University in the
fall of 2014. OCR interviewed key University administrators and staff, including the former
and current Title IX Coordinators, several Deputy Title IX Coordinators, the Dean of
Students, staff in the Office of Student Ethics (OSE),1 the Chief of the Indiana University
Police Department (IUPD), the Director of Residential Life, the Director of Counseling and
Psychological Services (CAPS), the Assistant Dean of Students and Director of Student Life
and Learning, and the Athletics Director and Associate Athletics Director. OCR also
facilitated focus groups in which approximately 80 students from across the campus
1

The Office of Student Ethics, which is now known as the Office of Student Conduct, is referred to throughout
this letter as OSE.
The Department of Education’s mission is to promote student achievement and preparation for global competitiveness
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community participated, interviewed several students who filed Title IX grievances and
participated in the University’s grievance procedures, and spoke with students during office
hours that OCR held on campus.
While conducting this review, OCR identified several compliance concerns, most of which
the University recognized and took affirmative steps to address and resolve. Prior to the
conclusion of OCR’s investigation, the University expressed an interest in voluntarily
resolving OCR’s remaining concerns. Discussions between OCR and the University resulted
in the University’s execution of the enclosed resolution agreement (Resolution Agreement)
on February 20, 2018, which, when fully implemented, will resolve the review.
APPLICABLE LEGAL STANDARDS
Title IX prohibits discrimination on the basis of sex in education programs or activities
operated by recipients of Federal financial assistance. The Title IX implementing regulation,
at 34 C.F.R. § 106.31(a), states that no person shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from
participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any
educational program or activity operated by a recipient of Federal financial assistance.
Hostile Environment Created by Sexual Harassment
Sexual harassment that creates a hostile environment is a form of sex discrimination
prohibited by Title IX. Sexual harassment is unwelcome conduct of a sexual nature,
regardless of the sex of the student. Sexual harassment can include unwelcome sexual
advances, requests for sexual favors, and other verbal, nonverbal, or physical conduct of a
sexual nature, such as sexual assault or acts of sexual violence. Sexual harassment of a
student creates a hostile environment if the conduct is so severe, persistent, or pervasive that
it denies or limits a student’s ability to participate in or benefit from the recipient’s program
or activities.
OCR considers a variety of related factors to determine if a sexually hostile environment has
been created and considers the conduct in question from both an objective and a subjective
perspective. Factors examined include the degree to which the misconduct affected one or
more students’ education; the type, frequency, and duration of the conduct; the identity of
and relationship between the alleged harasser and the subject or subjects of the harassment;
the number of individuals involved; the age of the alleged harasser and the subject of the
harassment, the size of the school, the location of the incidents and the context in which they
occurred; and other incidents at the school. The more severe the conduct, the less the need to
show a repetitive series of incidents.
Nature of the Recipient’s Responsibility to Prevent and Address Sexual Harassment
The Title IX regulations establish the following procedural requirements that are important
for the prevention or correction of sex discrimination, including sexual harassment.
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Publish Notice of Non-discrimination

The regulation implementing Title IX, at 34 C.F.R. § 106.9, requires a recipient to implement
specific and continuing steps to notify all applicants for admission and employment, students
and parents, employees, sources of referral of applicants for admission and employment, and
all unions or professional organizations holding collective bargaining or professional
agreements with the recipient that it does not discriminate on the basis of sex in its
educational programs or activities, and that it is required by Title IX not to discriminate in
such a manner. The notice must also state that questions regarding Title IX may be referred
to the recipient’s Title IX coordinator or to OCR.


Designate Title IX Coordinator

The Title IX regulation, at 34 C.F.R. § 106.8(a), requires that a recipient designate at least
one employee to coordinate its responsibilities to comply with and carry out its
responsibilities under that law, including any investigation of any complaint communicated
to the recipient alleging noncompliance with Title IX or its implementing regulation. The
Title IX Coordinator must have knowledge of the requirements of Title IX and of the
recipient’s own policies and procedures on sex discrimination. If a recipient designates more
than one Title IX Coordinator or has more than one employee responsible for Title IX
matters, then one coordinator should be designated as having ultimate coordination and
oversight responsibility of all complaints to ensure consistent practices and standards in
handling complaints. Coordination of recordkeeping will also ensure that the recipient can
and will resolve recurring problems and identify students or employees who have multiple
complaints filed against them. Further, the recipient is required by the Title IX implementing
regulation, at 34 C.F.R. § 106.8(a), to notify all students and employees of the name (or
title), office address and telephone number of the designated employee(s).


Respond When Know or Should Have Known

A recipient has notice of harassment based on sex if a responsible employee actually knew
or, in the exercise of reasonable care, should have known about the harassment. A
responsible employee would include any employee who has the authority to take action to
redress the harassment, who has the duty to report to appropriate officials sexual harassment
or any other misconduct by students or employees, or an individual who a student could
reasonably believe has this authority or responsibility. Accordingly, recipients need to ensure
that employees are trained so that those with authority to address harassment know how to
respond appropriately, and other responsible employees know that they are obligated to
report harassment to appropriate school officials. Training for employees should include
practical information about how to identify harassment and, as applicable, the person to
whom it should be reported.
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Even if the sexual harassment did not occur in the context of a recipient’s programs or
activities, a recipient must consider the effects of the off-campus sexual harassment when
evaluating whether there is a hostile environment on campus or in an off-campus program or
activity because students often experience the continuing effects of off-campus sexual
harassment while on campus or while participating in an off-campus recipient program or
activity.
Once a recipient knows or reasonably should know of possible sexual harassment, it must
take immediate and appropriate action to investigate or otherwise determine what occurred.
If an investigation or other inquiry reveals that sexual harassment created a hostile
environment, a recipient must take prompt and effective steps reasonably calculated to end
the harassment, eliminate any hostile environment if one has been created, prevent the
harassment from recurring and, as appropriate, remedy its effects. These duties are a
recipient’s responsibility regardless of whether or not the student who was harassed makes a
complaint or otherwise asked the recipient to take action. If, upon notice, a recipient fails to
take prompt and effective corrective action, the recipient’s own failure has permitted the
student to be subjected to a hostile environment. If so, the recipient will be required to take
corrective actions to stop the harassment, prevent its recurrence, and remedy the effects on
the student that could reasonably have been prevented had the recipient responded promptly
and effectively.
In situations where reported sexual harassment may constitute a criminal act, a recipient
should notify a complainant2 of the right to file a criminal complaint with local law
enforcement, and should not dissuade a complainant from doing so either during or after the
recipient’s internal Title IX investigation. Additionally, recipients must take immediate steps
to protect the complainant and allow continued access to the recipient’s programs and
activities. A law enforcement investigation does not relieve the recipient of its independent
Title IX obligation to investigate the conduct and/or otherwise respond to the conduct.


Offer Interim Measures

It may be appropriate for a recipient to take interim measures during the investigation of a
complaint. In fairly assessing the need for a party to receive interim measures, a recipient
may not rely on fixed rules or operating assumptions that favor one party over another, nor
may a recipient make such measures available only to one party. Interim measures should be
individualized and appropriate based on the information gathered by the Title IX
Coordinator, making every effort to avoid depriving any student of her or his education. The
measures needed by each student may change over time, and the Title IX Coordinator should
communicate with each student throughout the investigation to ensure that any interim
measures are necessary and effective based on the students’ evolving needs.

The term “complainant” as used throughout this document refers to an individual who is the subject of alleged
sexual violence or other types of sexual harassment.
2
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Immediate and Appropriate Action to Address Retaliation

When a recipient knows or reasonably should know of possible retaliation, it must take
immediate and appropriate steps to investigate or otherwise determine what occurred. Title
IX requires recipients to protect against retaliation; at a minimum, this includes making sure
that individuals know how to report retaliation, making follow-up inquiries to see if any
retaliation or new incidents of harassment have occurred, and responding promptly and
appropriately to address any new or continuing concerns.


Respond to Requests for Confidentiality

If the complainant requests that his or her name not be disclosed or that the recipient not
investigate or seek action against the accused, the recipient will need to determine whether or
not it can honor such a request while still providing a safe and nondiscriminatory
environment for all students, including the complainant.


Adopt, Publish and Implement Grievance Procedures

The Title IX regulation, at 34 C.F.R. § 106.8(b), requires recipients to adopt and publish
grievance procedures providing for the prompt and equitable resolution of complaints
alleging any action that would be prohibited by Title IX, including sex discrimination, sexual
violence and other types of sexual harassment. The procedures for addressing and resolving
complaints of sex discrimination should be written in language that is easily understood,
should be easily located, and should be widely distributed.
OCR has identified a number of elements in evaluating whether a recipient’s grievance
procedures are prompt and equitable, including whether the recipient:
1. provides notice to students and employees of the procedures, including where
complaints may be filed;
2. applies the procedures to complaints alleging discrimination carried out by other
students, employees or third parties;
3. ensures an adequate, reliable, and impartial investigation of complaints, including the
opportunity for both the complainant and respondent to present witnesses and other
evidence;
4. designates and follows a reasonably prompt timeframe for the major stages of the
complaint process;
5. notifies the parties of the outcome of the complaint; and
6. provides assurance that the recipient will take steps to prevent recurrence of any sex
discrimination found to have occurred and to remedy its discriminatory effects, as
appropriate.
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There is no fixed time frame under which a recipient must complete a Title IX investigation.
OCR will evaluate a school’s good faith effort to conduct a fair, impartial investigation in a
timely manner designed to provide all parties with resolution.
An equitable investigation of a Title IX complaint requires a trained investigator to analyze
and document the available evidence to support reliable decisions, objectively evaluate the
credibility of parties and witnesses, synthesize all available evidence—including both
inculpatory and exculpatory evidence—and take into account the unique and complex
circumstances of each case. In addition, a recipient should ensure that all designated
employees have adequate training as to what conduct constitutes sex discrimination and are
able to explain how the grievance procedure operates.
Once it decides to open an investigation that may lead to disciplinary action against the
responding party, a recipient should provide written notice to the responding party of the
allegations constituting a potential violation of the school’s Title IX policy, including
sufficient details and with sufficient time to prepare a response before any initial interview.
Sufficient details include the identities of the parties involved, the specific section of the
code of conduct allegedly violated, the precise conduct allegedly constituting the potential
violation, and the date and location of the alleged incident. Each party should receive written
notice in advance of any interview or hearing with sufficient time to prepare for meaningful
participation. The investigation should result in a written report summarizing the relevant
exculpatory and inculpatory evidence. The investigator(s), or separate decision-maker(s),
with or without a hearing, must make findings of fact and conclusions as to whether the facts
support a finding of responsibility for violation of the recipient’s nondiscrimination policy.
Any process made available to one party in the adjudication procedure should be made
equally available to the other party.
If all parties voluntarily agree to participate in an informal resolution that does not involve a
full investigation and adjudication after receiving full disclosure of the allegations and their
options for formal resolution and if a recipient determines that the particular complaint is
appropriate for such a process, the recipient may facilitate an informal resolution, including
mediation, to assist the parties in reaching a voluntary resolution.
Recipients are cautioned to avoid conflicts of interest and biases in the adjudicatory process
and to prevent institutional interests from interfering with the impartiality of the adjudication.
Decision-making techniques or approaches that apply sex stereotypes or generalizations may
violate Title IX and should be avoided so that the adjudication proceeds objectively and
impartially.
If a recipient chooses to allow appeals from its decision regarding responsibility and/or
disciplinary sanctions, the recipient may choose to allow appeals (i) solely by the responding
party; or (ii) by both parties, in which case any appeal procedures must be equally available
to both parties.
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STATEMENT OF FACTS
The University is a public, post-secondary institution located in Bloomington, Indiana. In fall
2014, when OCR initiated this compliance review, the University had 36,419 undergraduate
students and 9,997 graduate students for a total student population of 46,416, of whom
23,317 (50.2%) were women and 23,099 (49.8%) were men. In 2016, the University enrolled
39,184 undergraduate students and 10,511 graduate students. Of the enrolled students at that
time, 51.1% were male and 48.9% were female. The University has fourteen schools,
including several professional schools.
Title IX Coordinator and Relevant University Policies and Procedures
The University’s Non-Discrimination/Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Policy, which is
widely disseminated, states in in pertinent part “[a]s required by Title IX . . . [the University]
does not discriminate on the basis of sex in its educational programs and activities, including
employment and admission.”3 It refers inquiries to the Title IX Coordinator or OCR, and
provides contact information for both. The Title IX Coordinator’s contact information, as
well as the contact information for all Deputy Title IX Coordinators, is included in the
University’s Sexual Misconduct Policy, which is described in detail below.
The University revised its Title IX policies and procedures in August 2014, while OCR’s
investigation was underway. Although the University’s prior Title IX policies and procedures
complied with Title IX in most respects, they were published in various places and not easily
accessed. The University voluntarily corrected this problem during the investigation when it
streamlined all of its Title IX policies into the comprehensive Sexual Misconduct Policy,
which, as described below, complies with the requirements of Title IX.
In November 2014, the University appointed a new Chief Student Welfare and Title IX
Officer (Title IX Coordinator) who serves as the Title IX Coordinator for the Bloomington
campus and the entire University system, overseeing deputy Title IX Coordinators at each
campus. With respect to the former Title IX Coordinator, the University complied in part
with the applicable regulation, 34 C.F.R. § 106.9(a), by designating the former system-wide
Title IX Coordinator and making her contact information widely available to the University
community. However, OCR’s investigation, and in particular its interview of the former Title
IX Coordinator, revealed that the University’s former Title IX Coordinator did not provide
effective oversight of the University’s compliance with Title IX. As described below, the
University has addressed these concerns by appointing a new Title IX Coordinator whose
position has adequate resources and authority to coordinate the University’s compliance with
Title IX.

3

https://policies.iu.edu/policies/ua-01-equal-opportunity-affirmative-action/index.html
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Title IX Coordinator
The University’s current Title IX Coordinator is responsible for ensuring the University’s
compliance with Title IX including oversight of the investigation and resolution of all reports
of sexual harassment, sexual violence, stalking, and domestic and dating violence involving
students, staff and faculty. She oversees training, prevention and education efforts and
monitors campus climate on each of the University’s campuses.
The Title IX Coordinator, who reports directly to the University Board of Trustees, works
closely with senior administrators, including the Chancellors. She has broad discretion and
responsibility to fulfill her duties and serves as the primary contact for the University on all
Title IX related matters. The University supports the Title IX Coordinator’s work with
sufficient resources, including staff, to perform her duties.
As to the Title IX complaint process, the Title IX Coordinator is responsible for oversight of
Title IX staff and processes on all of the University’s campuses. Each of the University’s
Deputy Title IX Coordinators reports directly to the Title IX Coordinator on all Title IX
work. With respect to the Bloomington campus, the Title IX Coordinator plays a significant
role in the oversight of the investigation of sexual harassment and sexual misconduct cases,
which, as explained below, is handled by the Office of Student Ethics (OSE) under the
direction of the OSE Director, who serves as a Deputy Title IX Coordinator, and reports in
that capacity to the Title IX Coordinator. The Title IX Coordinator’s responsibilities include
tracking sexual harassment and sexual violence complaints; oversight of investigations,
including ensuring that faculty and staff who conduct investigations and sit on hearing panels
are adequately trained; ensuring provision of interim and remedial measures and sanctions;
and campus wide prevention and education. She works closely with the University’s
investigative staff, providing guidance and oversight, in addition to monitoring case
outcomes for patterns and overall compliance with Title IX.
Since assuming her position in November 2014, the Title IX Coordinator has overseen the
drafting and finalization of the University’s new Sexual Misconduct Policy, as well as the
rollout of the comprehensive system-wide stopsexualviolence.iu.edu website. In the fall of
2014, she created the Student Welfare Initiative described below, and implemented updated
mandatory training for individuals the University has designated as “responsible
employees.”4

The University defines “responsible employees” as including all instructors, advisors, coaches and athletics
staff, student affairs administrators, residential hall staff, employees who work in offices that interact with
students, and all supervisors and university officials. See http://stopsexualviolence.iu.edu/employee/employeefaq.html
4
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Title IX Policies and Procedures
Sexual Misconduct Policy
The University revised its Sexual Misconduct Policy (Policy) effective March 1, 2015. The
Policy now serves as a “one-stop,” comprehensive repository for all current University Title
IX policies.5 It collects and presents all information about Title IX at the University in a
single accessible source, and sets forth the Procedures for Responding to Incidents Involving
Allegations of Sexual Misconduct (Procedures).6
The Policy, which applies to students, faculty, staff, and third parties, states that the
University and Title IX prohibit discrimination on the bases of sex or gender in the
University’s educational programs and activities. The Policy defines a hostile environment
on the basis of sex as conduct that is “sufficiently severe, persistent, or pervasive that it
interferes with or limits a person’s ability to participate in or benefit from the University’s
education or work programs or activities.” The Policy states that “the University will provide
a fair and impartial investigation and resolution for complaints and, where appropriate, issue
sanctions and remedial measures.” The Policy makes clear that the University will correct
any discriminatory effects on the complainant and others, if appropriate, and states that the
University prohibits retaliation.
The Policy provides definitions of key terms, such as sexual violence, consent, and sexual
harassment, including examples, and explains the University’s position on confidentiality in
the context of sexual misconduct cases – that the University will not share information
beyond those with a need to know for investigation and reporting purposes. The Policy lists
the University’s confidential resources (e.g., mental health counselors) and its responsible
employees (e.g., faculty members).
The Policy gives detailed instructions for filing a Title IX complaint and makes clear that
students reporting sexual misconduct will receive assistance in making a criminal complaint
in addition to pursuing a case through the University, if desired. In some cases, the Policy
notes, those who report sexual violence may express a preference not to have the matter
investigated; “the University will strongly consider the request, and will generally honor the
request except in limited circumstances where the safety and well-being of the individual or
the community outweighs the reasons for the request.” The Policy states that such a request
does not obviate the University’s “obligation to provide a safe, non-discriminatory
environment for all students.” The Policy further describes a range of interim measures that
OCR’s investigation established are available for both parties, including advocacy services,
no-contact orders, assistance changing academic, residential, transportation, or employment
5

http://policies.iu.edu/policies/categories/administration-operations/equal-opportunity/sexualmisconduct.shtml.
6
In August 2014, the University launched a website called “Stop Sexual Violence,” which contains links to
applicable policies and procedures, information on resources for victims of sexual violence, and contact
information for key University staff. See http://stopsexualviolence.iu.edu/
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circumstances, counseling, and assistance obtaining protective orders. The Policy explains
that “[i]nterim and remedial measures may vary depending on the individual’s campus, the
individual’s needs and the specific circumstances.”
Sexual Misconduct Complaint Procedures
The Policy includes a description of the University’s sexual misconduct complaint
procedures. The University states that it will complete investigations into sexual misconduct
reports within 60 (school) days, “absent special circumstances.” The procedures also
designate prompt timeframes for the major stages of the investigation and student conduct
process, such as the timeframe for filing (5 days) and deciding (10 days) an appeal. They
make clear that the University will notify the parties at regular intervals of the status of the
investigation.
The University maintains a formal and an informal mechanism for addressing student
complaints; “All parties must be notified of the right to end the alternative resolution process
at any time, and begin the formal process.” Under the procedures, “Mediation may not be
used in cases involving any sexual violence.”
A student accused of sexual misconduct must attend the student judicial conference. “The
complainant has an equal right to attend the sexual misconduct hearing and participate to the
same extent as the respondent, if he or she chooses.” If either party is unable to attend in
person “based on significant travel or schedule restrictions, participation by other means may
be made available.”7 Each party may select an advisor for the hearing, although advisors are
not permitted to speak on the students’ behalf. Hearing panels consist of three faculty and
staff members who have received appropriate training; “members of a hearing body shall be
free from conflicts of interest that reasonably would appear to impair their ability to evaluate
a misconduct matter in a fair and impartial manner.” The University records student judicial
conferences and retains the records. The procedures provide “the parties [] equal
opportunities to present information, have advisors present, and pursue an appeal.”8 In
addition, “Both parties will be afforded similar and timely access to view any information
that will be used at the hearing.”
The procedures address evidence of past relationships or sexual history of the parties as
follows: “Information related to prior sexual history of the parties will be prohibited, except
in very limited circumstances regarding prior sexual history between the parties where such
information may be relevant to the issue of consent.” They further state: “consent will not be
assumed based solely on evidence of any prior sexual history.”
Although not provided for in the University’s written policy or procedures, complainants informed OCR that
Office of Student Ethics staff regularly informed them of alternatives to in person participation in a student
conduct hearing if the student did not wish to attend the hearing in person. These alternatives included not
attending the hearing, attending separated by a partition, or participating by telephone or videoconference.
8
OCR observed that the University’s practice permits students to submit information, including documentation
and the names of witnesses.
7
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Parties at a hearing may not question one another directly, but “may submit questions to the
Chair, to be asked of the other party. The Chair or other panel members will review questions
prior to posing them to the other party to prevent questioning that is not permitted under
these proceedings” (e.g., questions about prior sexual history with third parties).9
Both parties are to be notified in writing of the outcome of the hearing. The procedures
describe a range of sanctions, including formal warnings, probation, suspension, and
expulsion. An appeal process allows either party to appeal a student judicial conference
decision or sanction. OCR notes that (assuming the complainant prevails) the procedures also
provide that the University will correct the discriminatory effects on the complainant and
others.
In March 2015, the University added two new provisions to its Procedures for Responding to
Incidents involving Allegations of Sexual Misconduct by or against students: (i) alternative
resolution options and (ii) acceptance of responsibility options.10 These options require the
consent of both parties, and either party may end these options and seek a full hearing prior
to resolution.
Sexual Harassment Involving Faculty and Staff
The Sexual Misconduct Policy contains detailed procedures for incidents involving
University employees. These procedures list the administrators who will adjudicate a case.
All of the designated administrators receive annual training on sexual misconduct. The
procedures contain formal and informal resolution options, and a description of those
processes, including designated timeframes. Individuals reporting sexual assault are to
receive the same interim and remedial measures described elsewhere in the Sexual
Misconduct Policy. The procedures, which include an appeal process, list a range of possible
sanctions for employees, from a letter to the personnel file to suspension and termination.
Title IX Investigative Process
The University’s Office for Student Ethics (OSE) investigates and adjudicates reports and
complaints of sexual harassment and sexual violence where the respondent is a University
student. The University’s Affirmative Action Office (AAO) adjudicates complaints of sexual
harassment and sexual violence where the respondent is a University staff or faculty member.
Both OSE and AAO operate under the oversight and supervision of the Title IX Coordinator.
Students can report sexual harassment or sexual violence through various means, including
by telephone and in-person to OSE staff and other responsible employees such as faculty,

9

https://policies.iu.edu/policies/ua-03-sexual-misconduct/index.html
http://studentcode.iu.edu/procedures/iu-wide/sexual-misconduct.html

10
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coaches, and resident advisers who are trained and instructed to forward the report to the
OSE, online11 using the University’s complaint form, and by speaking with IUPD.
Students may also confidentially report sexual harassment or sexual violence to the Sexual
Assault Crisis Service (SACS) or an advocate in the Student Advocates Office (SAO).
SACS, a unit within the University health center’s Counseling and Psychological Services
(CAPS), provides 24-hour assistance and support to members of the University community
who have experienced or know someone who has experienced sexual violence. SACS
provides counseling, medical care, and assistance contacting law enforcement.
The SAO is an office within the University’s Division of Student Affairs that provides
advocacy services to University students on academic, personal, and financial matters. SAO
advocates provide confidential assistance to students who report incidents of sexual
harassment or sexual violence. Advocates provide students information about the
University’s reporting, investigatory, and hearing procedures in addition to supporting
students during any University hearing process. They also provide information about and
assistance in connecting to University resources and services for students who have
experienced sexual harassment or sexual violence, as well as assistance with past, present,
and future academic or administrative concerns resulting from an incident of sexual
harassment or sexual violence.
The OSE Director (who, as noted above, is also designated as a Deputy Title IX Coordinator)
receives all reports of sexual harassment and sexual violence filed with OSE. He assigns an
OSE staff member to investigate reports of harassment by students and refers reports
asserting harassment by University staff or faculty to the Title IX Coordinator for
investigation and adjudication. The OSE Associate Director is the principal investigator for
OSE and handles the majority of OSE’s sexual harassment or sexual violence investigations.
The OSE Director and the OSE Associate Director report to the Title IX Coordinator. At the
start of OCR’s investigation, OSE employed four staff who were responsible for
investigating incidents of sexual violence, including the OSE Director, Associate Director,
and two Assistant Directors. Since the start of this review, the University has hired and
trained additional staff in the OSE to conduct investigations to ensure that the OSE
completes investigations in a timely fashion.
Upon receiving a report of sexual harassment or sexual violence, an OSE investigator and
advocate from the SAO contact the complainant about the report. The SAO advocate
provides information about available resources and encourages the student to contact the
SAO advocate for additional assistance. When a report proceeds to an investigation, OSE
provides timely, written notice of the charges to both parties, and provides information about
11

In addition to the online complaint submission form available at http://www.stopsexualviolence.iu.edu, OSE
has its own web page, which is available at https://studentaffairs.indiana.edu/office-student-ethics/index.shtml
and which contains information about how to file a report of sexual harassment. OSE’s web page contains a
phone number for individuals who wish to report incidents of sexual assault, harassment, and relationship
violence, as well as a link to the University’s online complaint submission form.
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the students’ right to obtain an advocate from the SAO and of the availability of counseling
services from CAPS. Starting in Fall 2017, OSE provides all students a document entitled
“Expectations for Participants in Sexual Misconduct Investigations at IU Bloomington.” The
document explains no contact orders and the prohibition on retaliation, the role of the
advisor, the creation and review of the case file, and how to respond to unwanted contact
from third parties. As part of the investigation, the OSE investigator speaks with both the
complainant and respondent and collects available evidence, including witness statements,
copies of text messages or emails, video surveillance footage, medical evidence, and legal
documents such as protective orders or police reports.
Under the University’s policies, the OSE investigator determines the appropriate charges, if
any, under the Sexual Misconduct Policy. In the event charges are pursued, the matter is
submitted to a judicial hearing panel for a determination. Judicial hearing panels are
comprised of three members selected from a pool of trained faculty and staff. OSE records all
hearings, which are closed to persons other than the complainant, respondent, and their
advocates. At the conclusion of a hearing, the panel deliberates in private and makes a
determination based on the preponderance of the evidence of whether the respondent violated
the Sexual Misconduct Policy. The panel conveys the decision to the parties in writing but
does not reduce the panel’s rationale or decision-making process to writing. The University
designated the Dean of Students to preside over all appeals. Appeals must be filed within five
calendar days of the date of the written decision, and are available only when (1) a
significant procedural error that reasonably would have affected the outcome of the student’s
case exists or (2) the sanction imposed is grossly disproportionate to the violations
committed, in light of all relevant aggravating and mitigating factors.
Incidents of sexual harassment and sexual violence
OCR reviewed OSE files related to 452 reports of sexual harassment and sexual violence that
the University received from August 2011 through June 2015, as well as complaints filed
with OCR by four individual students. OCR listened to recordings of 54 hearings in
connection with those files. OCR also interviewed University personnel responsible for
investigating these reports.
Information in the OSE files varies depending on whether an investigation was completed,
the extent and nature of the investigation and subsequent hearing, and whether either party
appealed the outcome. At a minimum, each file contains documentation reflecting the
complainant’s report of sexual harassment or sexual violence and an explanation regarding
whether OSE investigated the report. The files associated with reports that proceeded to an
investigation contain documentation of the complainant’s consent to the investigation, as
well as documentation of the investigation, such as notes of witness interviews, e-mail
correspondence, photographs, and photocopies of text messages. Starting in the 2013-14
academic year, OSE files also document any interim remedies offered.
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The files that OCR reviewed reported a range of conduct including a professor asking
invasive sexual questions in a class, male students catcalling a female in a residence hall, and
public masturbation, to serious physical sexual misconduct, such as fondling, forcible rape
and sexual assaults of students incapable of giving consent.
OCR observed that the University, in responding to reports of sexual harassment and sexual
violence involving students, offers all students – complainants and respondents alike –
detailed information about interim measures and resources available through the University.
The University routinely provides written no contact orders to all parties. The University’s
Student Advocates Office provides services that students consistently described as invaluable
as they progressed through the student conduct process and in the aftermath of an incident of
sexual violence. These services include assistance with academics and housing, as well as
advocacy and support during the student conduct process, for complainants and respondents.
The University’s counseling services through SACS are offered to all students, many of
whom avail themselves of these resources and the number of qualified staff available to
provide these services appears to be adequate to address the demand. The SACS staff also
participate in proactive education and outreach efforts.
OCR’s Concerns
Notwithstanding the resources that the University provides to its students and the fact that in
many instances the University responded appropriately to and remedied sexually hostile
environments, OCR’s investigation revealed that, in other instances, the University’s
response to incidents of sexual harassment and sexual violence was lacking. OCR identified
concerns with the timeliness of the University’s response to some reports of sexual
harassment, sexual violence, and retaliatory harassment. OCR further observed a significant
number of cases where the University complied with a complainant’s request not to proceed
with an investigation but did not document any effort to determine whether doing so would
pose a risk of creating a hostile environment for the University community or steps the
University took to address a possible hostile environment. Finally, in a limited number of
hearings, OCR observed conduct by hearing panelists, participants, and/or their attorneys
that may have created or contributed to a sexually hostile environment.
Timely processing
Although the University’s Title IX policies and procedures required that OSE investigate and
adjudicate reports of sexual harassment and sexual violence within sixty days, the University
did not always meet this requirement. Some delays in the investigatory and adjudicatory
process are attributable to factors such as protracted breaks during which witnesses were not
available, a complainant’s delay in responding to OSE’s contact, or a complainant or
respondent’s request to reschedule a hearing. However, not every delay was explained by the
University or attributable to such factors, and some delays by the University may have
denied the parties of a timely resolution; the University did not always document the reason
why its investigation or adjudication was not completed within the policy’s timeframe.
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Addressing a hostile environment absent a cooperating complainant
Of the 230 reports the University received in in the 2011-12, 2012-13, 2013-14 academic
years, 169 reports (73.5% of the total reports) were not fully investigated or did not proceed
to a hearing because the complaining student either did not consent to an investigation, did
not respond to the University’s communication, or revoked consent to pursue an
investigation. Of the 222 reports the University received in the 2014-15 academic year, 181
reports (81.5% of the total reports) did not include a complete investigation or proceed to a
hearing for the same reasons.
OSE halts its investigative activities when a complainant indicates that he/she does not want
to proceed or refuses to cooperate. Where OSE knows the name of the respondent, staff
confirm whether the accused was involved in any prior cases before deciding whether to
honor the complainant’s request not to take further action. The University reported that it
does this to ensure that the respondent does not pose a risk to the University community.
University staff further explained that during weekly threat assessment meetings, key
University staff discuss whether the circumstances in a particular case suggest a larger
community safety issue that warrants moving forward with an investigation absent a
cooperating complainant. The Title IX Coordinator explained that, absent extraordinary
circumstances, the University will not override a complainant’s decision not to pursue an
investigation.
While the University’s explanation of its handling of reports where a complainant does not
consent to an investigation fairly honors the complainant’s request, the University did not
document steps that it took in any of these cases to limit the effects of the harassment and
prevent its recurrence while acting consistent with the complainant’s request not to proceed
with a full investigation. The Title IX Coordinator asserted to OCR that in many cases
University officials in fact take steps outside of the student conduct process to address
circumstances raised by a report even absent a cooperating complainant, but acknowledged
that there may not be documentation in the OSE file reflecting such action.
Inappropriate questioning in OSE hearings
In 19 of the 54 recorded hearings that OCR staff listened to, OCR observed questioning of
complainants that may have interfered with their opportunity to participate in the proceedings
or contributed to a sexually hostile environment.12 Specifically, complainants were asked
questions about past sexual history with third parties XXXXXXX. XXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
At the time of these hearings, questions about a complainant’s past sexual history were not
prohibited by University policy. The University’s current Sexual Misconduct Policy
12

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
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recognizes that questions about past sexual history can, under certain circumstances,
contribute to a sexually hostile environment, and prohibits such questions.
Retaliatory harassment
OCR further found that during the investigatory and adjudicatory processes the University
did not always appropriately respond to reports of retaliatory harassment. XXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
.
In response to these concerns, the Title IX Coordinator noted the educational aspect to
preventing retaliation, which some students do not initially understand. She asserted that,
once a student understands what constitutes retaliation and that any such conduct violates the
University’s policy, the behavior usually stops. According to the Title IX Coordinator, the
University trains investigators to keep an eye out for possible retaliation.
Sexual harassment and sexual violence within Greek Organizations
Over 7,000 students, or roughly 20% of the University’s undergraduate student body, is
involved in fraternities and sororities at the University, which are often referred to as
“Greek” organizations. Approximately 3,000 undergraduate students live in Greek housing.
The University’s Assistant Dean of Students and Director of Student Life and Learning (SLL
Director), as well as the University’s Assistant Director of Student Life and Learning (SLL
Assistant Director), work with the Greek organizations, in addition to all other student
organizations, advising them on leadership development, community engagement,
governance bylaws/constitutions, and funding. The SLL Director and SLL Assistant Director
communicate regularly with Greek student leaders but do not directly supervise Greek
organizations. Since 2011, the University has added staff to the SLL in an effort to increase
support for student organizations.
Fraternities affiliated with the University host parties throughout the year. Sororities pair
with particular fraternities so that their members may attend fraternity parties, many of which
are themed, and which the sororities may help plan. Students, including students who hold
leadership positions in Greek organizations, told OCR that admission to fraternity parties is
restricted to invited students. Students described an extensive fraternity party culture
throughout the year, depicting an environment in which alcohol is readily available and
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widely consumed. The Director of SLL confirmed this party culture and noted to OCR that
this atmosphere is inconsistent with many of the core “values” of the participating Greek
organizations.
Greek student leaders told OCR during student focus groups that fraternities that host parties
(and the sororities with which the fraternities pair for specific parties) have developed a
system of internal risk management designed to minimize dangerous situations. For example,
sororities designate “Sober Sisters” who agree to remain sober at fraternity parties to monitor
sorority sisters who become intoxicated and may get into overly risky, and potentially
dangerous, situations with fraternity members at these parties.
Several female students spoke of the social dynamics of sorority/fraternity “pairing” for
parties and other social events, and the impact that such pairing has in particular on victims
of sexual violence. The SLL Director and SLL Assistant Director explained that some
fraternities and sororities are considered higher-ranked/more prestigious than others, and that
lower-ranked sororities seek to pair with higher-ranked fraternities for social events, in order
to improve the social standing of the sorority. The SLL Director and SLL Assistant Director
acknowledged pairing to improve a sorority’s status may have a detrimental effect on the
willingness of sorority members to report sexual assaults at co-sponsored fraternity parties.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX. Other students said that sororities may continue to pair with
fraternities whose members have been accused of sexual assault if the sorority is lowerranked, out of a perceived need to improve the sorority’s social ranking. Students said that
problems with pairing contribute to the pervasive peer pressure in the Greek system that
serves as a major deterrent to reporting incidents of sexual violence.
OCR heard from multiple students about sex-themed parties hosted by fraternities at the
University. The SLL Director and SLL Assistant Director confirmed to OCR that they are
aware of sex-themed fraternity parties, but noted that they are hosted by “private
organizations” and occur off campus. The SLL Director reported that SLL staff work with
Greek organizations to select appropriate party themes. The University addresses specific
reports of sexual misconduct in Greek organizations as described below.
Addressing sexual misconduct in Greek organizations
The University exercises the same authority over Greek organizations that it exercises over
all student organizations. Its authority is set forth in the Code of Student Rights,
Responsibilities, and Conduct (Student Code)13 as well as the Student Organization
Accountability Procedures (SOAP), which are available through links on the SLL website.14
13

http://studentcode.iu.edu/
https://studentaffairs.indiana.edu/doc/sll/sll-handbook/ethics-student-organization-manual%20Manual.pdf .
In the summer of 2016 the SOAP were revised. The revised SOAP are available on line at
https://studentaffairs.indiana.edu/doc/ethics/student-organization-procedures.pdf
14
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Student Code
Student organizations, including Greek organizations, must abide by University Policy, the
Student Code, and any other agreements entered between the University and the
organization. If an incident of sexual harassment or sexual violence is connected to a Greek
organization (e.g., occurred at a fraternity party), the member of the Greek organization may
be charged and disciplined individually by OSE under applicable Student Code provisions.
Additionally, the Greek organization may be charged with Student Code violations and
investigated and disciplined by SLL, as explained below, for its involvement in the incident.
SOAP
The SOAP contain procedures for investigating organizational misconduct cases related to
sexual misconduct. When the University receives a complaint or information suggesting that
a student organization may have created or contributed to a hostile environment based on sex
in connection with an incident of reported sexual misconduct, OSE investigates the
organization’s involvement and sends a report of its investigative findings to SLL, which
may initiate disciplinary proceedings against the organization.
When SLL initiates organizational disciplinary proceedings, it provides written notice to the
organization’s student leadership of the alleged violations and informs the organization of the
date and time of the administrative conference. The organization’s student leadership are
required under the procedures to prepare a report on the organization’s position, indicating
whether the organization accepts responsibility for the alleged violations or not, and
outlining the events at issue.15 The University provided OCR with documentation from 11
Greek student organization complaints of sexual misconduct that proceeded to a disciplinary
hearing between January 1, 2011 and April 2016. Only one of the files included a report in
which the fraternity accepted partial responsibility for creating an unsafe environment during
a fraternity party at which a sexual assault occurred and described specific steps the
fraternity intended to take to minimize the risk of future sexual assaults.
The SOAP describes the procedures for administrative conferences, which include an
opportunity for the student organization to present witnesses and information and ask and
respond to questions from the administrative board panelists, who are trained in adjudicating
sexual misconduct cases. The administrative board deliberates privately using a
preponderance of the evidence standard. Upon the conclusion of the process, a written
determination setting forth the administrative board’s findings, sanctions, and the available
appeals process is sent to the student organization president and advisor, to SLL and OSE, to
any headquarters representatives of the Greek organization, and to the complainant. Appeals
may be submitted on limited grounds within ten days to the Dean of Students, whose
decision on the appeal is final.

15

The SOAP state that this report is provided to the Student Organization Ethics Board.
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The SOAP lists educational and administrative sanctions that the administrative conference
may impose on student organizations found responsible for violations following an
administrative conference. Educational sanctions include mandatory workshops on topics
such as bystander intervention and community service activities. Administrative sanctions
range from reprimand and warning, when the University determines the incident did not raise
severe safety concerns, to disciplinary probation, social restrictions, and ultimately
suspension, at which time the organization is required to cease all activities and disband for a
period of time.
In the summer of 2016, the University revised the SOAP to specify factors the University
considers in determining whether an organization violated policy. In deciding to pursue
organizational discipline, the University considers whether the leadership of the student
organization had “knowledge of the alleged misconduct or incident(s).” The University also
considers the number of members present during the alleged misconduct and whether the
alleged misconduct occurred at an event sponsored by the organization or at a housed
organization’s facilities. Finally, the University considers whether there was a “failure of the
student organization to implement preventative measures where it is reasonably foreseeable
that a violation would occur.” The University explained that “when OSE receives a report
indicating possible organizational misconduct related to an individual report of a violation of
the Sexual Misconduct Policy, the Deputy Title IX Coordinator within OSE notifies SLL
leadership and the University Title IX Coordinator. Those three offices (in consultation with
General Counsel and the Dean of Students) assess the information known and whether or not
it appears to implicate organizational misconduct.”
IUB Fraternity and Sorority Addendum
In 2017, the University and affiliated Greek Organizations entered into a Self-Governed
Student Organization Agreement, which includes an addendum that specifically addresses
Greek Organizations (“IUB Fraternity and Sorority Addendum”). The IUB Fraternity and
Sorority Addendum outlines additional responsibilities imposed on Greek Organizations
beyond those set forth in the Student Code. The Addendum applies to all Greek
Organizations comprised of University students and governed by one of the four recognized
University Greek councils.
The Addendum requires Greek Organizations to maintain and provide for a safe and
nondiscriminatory environment for its members and the University community. Greek
Organizations must register all social functions with SLL, which reserves the right to prohibit
discriminatory or dangerous functions, at its discretion. The Addendum requires a minimum
number of “sober and lucid” participants at all events, and contains requirements for training
and risk management programs, including a requirement that Greek organizations develop a
“Standards Board Program” to hold members accountable for violations of chapter rules.
Under the Addendum, all Greek Organizations consent that “University officials, including
IU Police Department officers, have the right to enter and inspect any and all rooms within
[housed Greek organizations] at any time.”
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Greek organizations disciplined for sexual misconduct
The University identified seven fraternities that were subject to an organizational disciplinary
hearing in which the University adjudicated allegations of sexual harassment or sexual
violence between January 1, 2011 and November 9, 2015. Each of the fraternities was found
responsible for Code of Conduct violations and subjected to both administrative and
educational sanctions by the University.16 The University identified an additional four
fraternities that were subject to an organizational disciplinary hearing related to allegations
of sexual harassment or sexual violence during the period from February 2016 until April
2016.
OCR determined that the University promptly and equitably pursued organizational
misconduct charges with respect to some of the fraternities. For example, OCR observed that
the University escalated its administrative sanctions against one fraternity, and did not
receive further reports of incidents involving that organization. In another case, a fraternity
received organizational sanctions that included social restrictions and training. Following the
training, members of the fraternity reported a second sexual assault that occurred at an offcampus event sponsored by the fraternity, and they did so despite the fact that the fraternity
as an organization received additional sanctions due to the second incident.
In other instances, OCR identified concerns regarding the University’s response to sexual
misconduct within Greek organizations. In some cases there was an inexplicable delay
between OSE’s investigation of an individual student accused of sexual misconduct in
connection with a Greek organization sponsored event, and its investigation of the
organization as a whole for misconduct. The University’s previous practice had been to delay
organization misconduct proceedings until the conclusion of an individual student
misconduct case, including appeals. However, the University has informed OCR that it has
learned from these experiences and now considers individual and organizational cases
concurrently. OCR also noted that OSE and SLL do not pursue organizational misconduct in
all cases involving a report of sexual assault in connection with a Greek organization. OCR
reviewed 452 files during the review, of which 81 identified the complainant or respondent
as a member of a Greek organization or involved sexual misconduct that occurred at a
fraternity house. Organizational misconduct cases were not pursued in the majority of these
cases.17 Finally, OCR observed that in some cases, the University’s response to sexual
16

The SLL website publishes a list of all student organizations currently on disciplinary status for each
academic year, dating back to 2013-2014. See https://studentaffairs.indiana.edu/student-life-learning/studentorganizations/ethics-board.shtml. SLL’s website also includes a list of student organizations on disciplinary
status for each academic year, going back to 2011-12. See https://studentaffairs.indiana.edu/student-lifelearning/student-organizations/index.shtml
17
During the course of its review, OCR shared its concerns with the Title IX Coordinator and SLL Director,
who explained the unintended, negative consequences that arise in some situations when the University pursues
organizational discipline as a result of individual cases of sexual misconduct. The University explained that
when it issues the most severe form of discipline and suspends a Greek organization from campus, concerns
about student safety arise. IUPD noted that in some cases, when Greek organizations are kicked off campus, the
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misconduct in connection with Greek organizations was not effective to prevent a hostile
environment from recurring.
The Title IX Coordinator and SLL staff work proactively with Greek organizations to assist
their leadership in making good decisions. The Title IX Coordinator suggested that SLL’s
efforts should not be judged simply by the sanctions imposed, as sanctions are only one way
to address organizational misconduct. The Title IX Coordinator further noted that because
there are not sanctions in between suspension and/or social restriction of Greek organizations
and expelling them, SLL staff spend considerable time working with student leaders of
Greek organizations to keep their organizations in compliance with University policy. She
further noted that there has been a “backlash” from some sororities who note that their
members have expressed a fear that members will not come forward and report sexual
misconduct if they worry that fraternities will be sanctioned organizationally because of their
reports.
Training and outreach
Training for employees, including responsible employees
When OCR initiated this review, the University provided training to faculty members upon
request, but did not ensure that all responsible employees received training on the
University’s policies and procedures or knew that they were obligated to report sexual
harassment and sexual violence to appropriate University officials. The University has
addressed this concern and now trains all faculty instructors (tenured and non-tenured) as
well as graduate assistants and adjunct employees on their obligations as responsible
employees. The training aims to ensure that all responsible employees are aware of their
obligation to refer student reports of sexual assault. Starting in July 2015, the University has
offered online training to all employees entitled “Sexual Misconduct Training:
Understanding Title IX and the University’s Policies and Procedures.” The online training is
mandatory for all newly hired employees as well as all responsible employees. OCR
determined that the University’s current training efforts meet its obligation to train
responsible employees on sexual harassment and sexual violence, including the University’s
policies and procedures. OCR observed in its review of OSE files that employees
increasingly recognize their obligation, as University designated responsible employees, to
report possible sexual harassment and sexual violence to the Title IX Coordinator or to a
Deputy Title IX Coordinator. The Title IX Coordinator informed OCR that the University is
working to ensure that systems are in place to monitor the completion of this training by
those required to take it.

members of the fraternity continue to operate out of “rogue” houses. The Title IX Coordinator explained that
when a Greek organization continues to operate in this manner, the University knows less about what occurs
within the rogue organization, it and its members are no longer subject to SLL leadership or the leadership of
the affiliated national organization, and the University’s oversight is limited to individual misconduct
investigations.
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Students employed as resident advisors (RAs) and other residence hall staff receive annual
training on responding to sexual assault. This training has improved RAs’ responses to
reports of sexual assault over the course of OCR’s investigation. In earlier files reviewed by
OCR several instances of student residents reporting sexual violence to residence hall staff
did not yield a prompt or effective response from the University. OCR did not observe a
continuation of this problem, and later files included at least 18 reports to an RA who
promptly documented a resident’s report of sexual harassment or sexual violence, provided
information on available resources, reported the matter to the RA’s supervisor, and the
matter was promptly referred to OSE for handling.
Training for employees with Title IX investigative and adjudicative responsibilities
OSE staff responsible for investigating reports of sexual harassment and sexual violence
participate in extensive training on processes for receiving, managing, investigating and
adjudicating sexual harassment and sexual violence student misconduct cases. University
employees who serve as panelists on OSE sexual harassment and sexual violence hearings
also participate in extensive training on topics such as the standard of evidence, assessing
witness credibility, alcohol consumption, incapacitation and the University’s definition of
consent.
OCR had some concerns about the effectiveness of training based on its review of hearing
recordings that were completed before March 2015, when the University’s policy was
revised to preclude questions about a complainant’s sexual history with third parties. The
OSE Director acknowledged that this was an area for improvement, and since the new policy
went into effect and the University has expanded its training programs, OCR has not
received or reviewed reports regarding hearing panelists questioning a student’s prior sexual
history with third parties.
Training for students
The University provided training and outreach to all students on sexual harassment and
sexual violence at the time of the initiation of this compliance review was limited primarily
to a brief program for incoming freshman during orientation week. The University has added
additional training and education opportunities over the course of OCR’s investigation. OCR
observed that these opportunities have increased, with a greater number of students
participating each year. Significantly, the University has increased the time spent during
mandatory, new student (adding transfer students to the training sessions) orientation
programs, which covers topics including alcohol use at parties, consent, and sexual assault,
and now includes a facilitated, in-person group discussion. Additionally, the University
supports a range of student-led training initiatives including Culture of Care, a student-led
organization that seeks to increase student bystander intervention, and Raising Awareness of
Interactions in Sexual Encounters (RAISE), a peer educator group supervised by SACS, that
delivers presentations on sexual assault education to student groups, including residence
halls and Greek Organizations. The University has also forged collaborative relationships
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with unique student populations, in an effort to understand and identify their training needs,
and has devoted additional resources to meeting student training needs as a result of those
efforts. Finally, in the spring of 2015, the University initiated a strategic planning process
with an outside consultant, whom the University hired to improve its programming across the
campus and among diverse student populations to prevent sexual assault, intimate partner
violence, and stalking. Based on the recommendation of the consultant, among other things,
the University initiated program evaluations to assess the impact of in-person training and
identify areas for improvement, refined the message conveyed to students during training
sessions, and developed a three-year action plan.
Training and resources on sexual harassment and sexual violence provided to Greek
Organizations
In the fall of 2008, SACS launched the “Safe Sisters”18 program. Safe Sisters trains sorority
representatives to be resources within their chapters on issues of sexual harassment and
sexual violence and offers monthly meetings to sorority members on topics including sexual
assault, the definition of consent, bystander intervention, risk reduction, reporting sexual
violence, campus resources, community resources, the role of alcohol use in sexual violence,
the University’s sexual misconduct policies, tools to use when serving as a victim advocate,
and healthy relationships/self-image (including, specifically, identifying appropriate themes
for fraternity parties). Each sorority sends two representatives to the monthly Safe Sisters
meetings.
SACS also advises Men Against Rape and Sexual Assault (MARS), an all-male peer
education group comprised of fraternity members. MARS was founded in 2013 to educate
fraternity members about sexual violence and related issues. Like Safe Sisters, SACS trains
MARS members. MARS members give presentations to fraternity members on topics
including consent, avoiding victim blaming, bystander intervention, healthy relationships,
and social norms.
University-wide committees and efforts to address sexual harassment and sexual violence
In the fall of 2013, the University established the Coordinating Committee for Sexual
Assault, Harassment, and Violence, to coordinate university compliance in Title IX, the
Clery Act, the Violence Against Women Act, and related regulatory requirements. Members
of the committee include, among others, the current Title IX Coordinator, the OSE Director,
the Director of the Division of Public Safety, the Assistant Dean and Director of Student
Conduct, and the Director of Counseling and Psychological Services.
One year later, in the fall of 2014 the University established the Student Welfare Initiative,
which is aimed at “coordinating and intensifying efforts across the seven campuses

18

This is different than the “Sober Sisters” buddy system described above.
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administered by IU to prevent and respond to sexual assault and all forms of sexual violence
and sexual misconduct and to support the safety and well-being of students.”19
Student leaders from several organizations created the Student Sexual Assault Prevention
Task Force, which is developing communications for students on the issue of sexual
harassment and sexual violence that aim to encourage student buy-in. The University advised
OCR that the Title IX Coordinator has met with and incorporated many of the Task Force’s
recommendations into the University’s sexual assault training.
The University offers additional training and education opportunities for specific groups
throughout the year, and over the course of OCR’s investigation, these opportunities have
increased significantly, with a greater number of students participating each year.
ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSION
The evidence indicates that the University recognizes the challenges it faces on the issue of
sexual harassment and sexual violence. During the course of this compliance review, the
University voluntarily took significant steps to improve its policies, practices and the campus
climate.
Notice of Nondiscrimination
The notice of nondiscrimination in effect at the time OCR initiated this compliance review
did not fully comply with the Title IX regulation at 34 C.F.R. § 106.9, to the extent that it did
not refer inquiries regarding Title IX to the University’s Title IX Coordinator or OCR.
However, the University’s current notice of nondiscrimination complies with the Title IX
regulation. The University’s current notice states that the University prohibits discrimination
on the basis of sex, that sex discrimination is prohibited by Title IX, and that the University
has jurisdiction over Title IX complaints. It additionally states that inquiries about Title IX
may be directed to the Title IX Coordinator, whose contact information is provided (name,
office address, telephone number, and e-mail address), or to OCR, and provides contact
information for OCR’s office in Washington, D.C. The University widely distributes the
nondiscrimination notice to all relevant parties by including it on several pages on its
website, including webpages for admissions and employment, in student handbooks,
bulletins, and on its websites for admissions and employment.

19

Stopsexualviolence.iu.edu/policies-terms/welfare.html
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Title IX Coordinator
OCR determined that the University’s former Title IX Coordinator lacked sufficient
institutional support and resources to provide effective coordination and oversight of the
University’s compliance with Title IX. OCR further determined that in November 2014,
when the University designated the Chief Student Welfare and Title IX Officer as its new
Title IX Coordinator, it addressed the concerns identified by OCR and came into compliance
with the applicable regulation at 34 C.F.R. § 106.9(a), with respect to the designation of a
Title IX Coordinator. The University publicizes the Title IX Coordinator name and full
contact information in multiple locations, including its nondiscrimination notice and its
Sexual Misconduct Policy. OCR interviewed the Title IX Coordinator and determined that
she has adequate training, institutional support and resources, and involvement in Title IX
matters, including oversight of investigations, staff and student training, and the University’s
efforts to address the campus climate, and to provide effective oversight of the University’s
compliance with Title IX.
Grievance Procedures
OCR determined that the University’s Title IX policies and procedures in place prior to 2014
complied with Title IX in most respects. However, the policies were not contained in a single
location, which made it difficult for members of the University community to access the
applicable policies in a clear and easily understood format. The University corrected this
problem during the course of the compliance review, by streamlining all of its Title IX
policies and procedures into the comprehensive Sexual Misconduct Policy. OCR determined
that the Sexual Misconduct Policy as written complies with Title IX and its regulation at 34
C.F.R. § 106.8(b). Specifically, the Sexual Misconduct Policy provides notice to the
University community of the procedures, including where complaints may be filed. It applies
to complaints alleging discrimination carried out by students, employees and third parties
and includes procedures that when implemented will provide an adequate, reliable and
impartial investigation of complaints. The Sexual Misconduct Policy and the procedures
contained therein designate reasonably prompt timeframes for the major stages of the
complaint process, provide for notification of the outcome to the parties, and provide
assurances that the University will take steps to prevent recurrence of sex discrimination, and
remedy its effects, as appropriate.
Hostile Environment
Additional information is required for OCR to assess the existence of a hostile environment
based on sex campus wide. Although OCR identified several compliance concerns, many of
these concerns were resolved by changes in staffing, policies, procedures and training.
Specifically, over the course of the compliance review, the University increased its efforts to
inform students of its policies and procedures that address sexual harassment and sexual
violence in the University community. The University created a strategic planning committee
to develop proactive prevention initiatives and improve the University’s response to reports
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of sexual harassment and sexual violence. Furthermore, the University continues to evaluate
the effectiveness of its outreach and training for students, which it has revised to include
more in depth, mandatory discussions of consent and sexual violence, and continues to
implement further changes based on the recommendations of an outside consultant.
With respect to individual reports of sexual harassment and sexual violence, the University
provides interim services and remedies, including no contact orders, counseling services, and
housing and academic assistance, and referrals for other services to students who complain of
sexual harassment and sexual violence, and also to students against whom reports have been
made. It has changed its procedures to clarify that questions about the complainant’s prior
sexual history with third parties are not permitted.
Nonetheless, OCR notes that the University has not consistently followed its own timeframes
for completing investigations, and has provided technical assistance to the University on the
need to adhere to its own policy on timeframes, and/or document the good faith reasons why
particular investigations took longer. OCR further advised the University of the need to
document its response to all reports of sexual harassment and sexual violence, especially
where it acts to honor a student’s request not to proceed with a formal investigation.
Finally, with respect to the University’s response to reports of sexual harassment and sexual
violence within Greek organizations and whether its efforts are effective at addressing a
sexually hostile environment and preventing its recurrence, the University expressed an
interest in resolving this issue and OCR determined that it is appropriate to resolve prior to
the conclusion of the investigation. On February 20, 2018, the University submitted the
enclosed Resolution Agreement that, when fully implemented, will resolve the issues
identified in this compliance review.
The Agreement requires the University to take the following actions:


Ensure the continuation of its Title IX sexual harassment and sexual violence
education, prevention and training efforts for employees and students.



Ensure that a working group under an existing or new structure is convened to
enhance ongoing efforts to identify areas where sexual harassment and sexual
violence may be more prevalent, and to evaluate and update where necessary,
existing plans and methods aimed at response and prevention. In response to the
working group’s recommendations, the University will monitor and evaluate the
effectiveness of its plans and methods to address areas of concern, as well as monitor
the effectiveness of education and training programs.



Establish a working group devoted to addressing sexual harassment and sexual
violence within the Greek system (Greek Working Group). The Greek Working
Group will:
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o provide input to the University regarding the effectiveness of existing
strategies for preventing, eliminating and responding to sexual harassment and
sexual violence within the Greek community and during events sponsored by
Greek organizations;
o provide specific suggestions for training programs, and, where appropriate,
recommendations for enhancing or modifying existing training programs, to
prevent the establishment of a hostile environment based on sex with Greek
organizations;
o examine all University policies, procedures, and practices governing Greek
Organizations to determine whether the current policies, procedures, and
practices are consistent with and address alleged violations of the University’s
Title IX policies and procedures;
o develop proposed revisions to any policies, disciplinary procedures, and
practices specific to Greek Organizations to the extent necessary to ensure
that all allegations of sexual harassment and sexual violence that occur during
Greek Organization-sponsored activities or parties, or in Greek Organization
facilities, are investigated as possible organizational conduct violations; and
o codify the University’s record-keeping protocol, which requires preservation
of documentation of the University’s responses to and investigations of
reports and complaints of sex discrimination, including sexual harassment and
sexual violence, within Greek Organizations.
Please be advised that the University may not harass, coerce, intimidate, or discriminate
against any individual because he or she has participated in the compliance review resolution
process. If this happens, the individual may file another complaint alleging such treatment.
Under the Freedom of Information Act, it may be necessary to release this document and
related correspondence and records upon request. In the event that OCR receives such a
request, we will seek to protect, to the extent provided by law, personally identifiable
information, which, if released, could reasonably be expected to constitute an unwarranted
invasion of personal privacy.
OCR greatly appreciates the cooperation received from the University throughout the
compliance review.
We particularly appreciate the professionalism and cooperation of Ms. Kiply Drew, Senior
Associate General Counsel, and Ms. Emily Springston, Chief Student Welfare & Title IX
Officer.
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If you have any questions, please contact Aleeza Strubel, Supervisory Attorney, at 312-7301613 or by email at Aleeza.Strubel@ed.gov.
Sincerely,

Adele Rapport
Regional Director

cc:

Lauren Robel, Provost (via electronic mail only)
Emily Springston, Chief Student Welfare & Title IX Officer (via electronic mail

only)
Kiply Drew, Senior Associate General Counsel (via electronic mail only)

